SECTION D: Building Concept Design
VIEW 4 (BEFORE)
FROM LONGFELLOW BRIDGE
MIT KENDALL SQUARE
SoMa PROJECT
BUILDING 2
CANTILEVER EXAMPLES
ALICE TULLY HALL, NYC, 30' HIGH
30' DEEP CANTILEVER

ALICE TULLY HALL, NYC

NOVARTIS CAMPUS, NJ - 29' HIGH, 29' DEEP CANTILEVER

WHITNEY MUSEUM, NYC, 30' HIGH 15' DEEP CANTILEVER

FIGURE D18

BUILDING 3
CANTILEVER EXAMPLES
CANTILEVER PRECEDENTS:
NEW WHITNEY MUSEUM
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MIT KENDALL SQUARE
SoMa PROJECT

FIGURE D21
CANTILEVER PRECEDENTS:
ALLICE TULLY HALL AT THE JULLIARD SCHOOL

November 5, 2015

FIGURE D22
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BUILDING 2
ELEVATION: MATERIALS

CLEAR VISION GLASS CURTAINWALL
W/ VERTICAL-HORIZONTAL ALUMINUM SUN SHADE SYSTEM

METAL PANEL

CLEAR VISION GLASS

FROSTED GLASS CURTAINWALL
METAL PANEL

HORIZONTAL LOUVERS

CLEAR VISION GLASS STOREFRONT

FIGURE D23
VERTICAL LOUVERS W/ VERTICAL ALUMINUM FINS @ 2'-9" O.C.
VISION GLASS CURTAINWALL W/ VERTICAL ALUMINUM FINS @ 2'-9" O.C.
WHITE GLASS SHADOWBOX W/ VERTICAL ALUMINUM FINS @ 2'-9" O.C.
CLEAR VISION GLASS
HORIZONTAL LOUVERS
CLEAR VISION GLASS
STONE BASE
VISION GLASS CURTAINWALL W/ VERTICAL ALUMINUM FINS @ 2'-9" O.C.

CLEAR VISION GLASS

WHITE GLASS SHADOWBOX W/ VERTICAL ALUMINUM FINS @ 2'-9" O.C.
BUILDING 4 - WEST ELEVATION

- Spandrel Glass
- Vision Glass
- Precast Concrete Panels
- Restored Historic Skylight
- Restored Historic Windows
- Wood Canopy
- Anodized Bronze Metal Panel
- Stainless Steel Mesh
- Curtain Wall with Integral Anodized Bronze Fins

FIGURE D26
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